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ABSTRACT
Applications of robotic systems have had an explosive growth
in recent years. In 2008, more than eight million robots
were deployed worldwide in factories, battlefields, and med-
ical services. The number and the applications of robotic
systems are expected to continue growing, and many future
robots will be controlled by distant operators through wired
and wireless communication networks.

The open and uncontrollable nature of communication me-
dia between robots and operators renders these cyber-physical
systems vulnerable to a variety of cyber-security threats,
many of which cannot be prevented using traditional cryp-
tographic methods. A question thus arises: what if teleop-
erated robots are attacked, compromised or taken over?

In this paper, we systematically analyze cyber-security at-
tacks against Raven II R©, an advanced teleoperated robotic
surgery system. We classify possible threats, and focus on
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, which cannot be prevented
using available cryptographic solutions. Through a series of
experiments involving human subjects, we analyze the im-
pact of these attacks on teleoperated procedures. We use the
Fitts’ law as a way of quantifying the impact, and measure
the increase in tasks’ difficulty when under DoS attacks.

We then consider possible steps to mitigate the identified
DoS attacks, and evaluate the applicability of these solutions
for teleoperated robotics. The broader goal of our paper is
to raise awareness, and increase understanding of emerging
cyber-security threats against teleoperated robotic systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interest in robotics and robotic applications is rapidly grow-
ing. In 2008, the total number of robots worldwide was
estimated to 8.6 million [2], and the last year marks an all-
time record in the robot sales[4]. Many predict that robots
today are in a stage similar to that of personal computers
in the 1970s, and that the application of robotics will only
continue to grow, reaching the number of a couple of billions
in a few decades [16].

In the future, teleoperated robots will likely be expected to
combine the existing publicly available networks with tem-
porary ad-hoc and satellite networks to send video, audio
and other sensory data to remote operators [27]. Such tele-
operated systems will be used to provide immediate med-
ical relief in under-developed rural areas, areas of natu-
ral and human-caused disasters, and in battlefield scenar-
ios [20]. The question arises, however: what if teleoperated
robotic systems are compromised? Recent examples, such as
Stuxnet worm, specifically designed to target programmable
logic controllers, which was blamed for ruining a significant
part of Iran’s nuclear centrifuges [14], exemplify possible is-
sues when a cyber-physical system is being explicitly tar-
geted.

To date, security has not been a primary concern for teleop-
erated robotic systems. Yet the problem has recently been



recognized as important [12, 45, 46]. The main efforts thus
far have focused on ensuring private communication between
an operator and a robot [45, 46] and on the ability to verify
the robot-side code [12].

At the moment, however, there is little understanding of
what the actual cyber-security threats against teleoperated
robotics are, and what the impact and implications of these
attacks might be. This lack of understanding of the actual
threats is a function of two factors. It is not known: (1)
how easy would it be for an attacker to compromise a tele-
operated robotic system, and (2) what the applications of
such an attack might be. Moreover, not being able to an-
swer these questions makes it hard to understand what the
challenges to improving security of teleoperated systems are,
much less to address them.

In this paper, we seek to evaluate one specific class of cyber-
security attacks, namely the denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.
We focus on this class of attacks because they cannot be
mitigated using available cryptographic solutions, and var-
ious proposed telerobotic-specific solutions [12, 45, 46] are
also unable to prevent these attacks. Moreover, teleoper-
ated robotic systems operating in either natural or man-
made catastrophes may be required to operate in DoS-like
conditions, due to the fact that remaining communication
resources (after the catastrophe) will likely be clogged by
benign, but concerned survivors and well-wishers.

Our work is experimental, along the lines of much past work
that explored the security and privacy properties of emerg-
ing technologies, including modern automobiles [24, 11] and
medical devices [17, 18]. Through an empirical analysis of a
commercially-available robotic surgery platform, the Raven
II R©, we provide an informed understanding of the impacts,
consequences and risks of denial-of-service attacks. We make
the following specific contributions:

Experimental vulnerability analysis: We focus on denial-
of-service (DoS) attacks, which cannot be mitigated using
available off-the-shelf solutions. Through a series of experi-
ments involving human subjects, we analyze practical exam-
ples of DoS attacks, and assess the level of the actual impact
on a teleoperated surgical procedure.

Risk assessment and new security metrics: In assess-
ing the impact of DoS attacks, we consider several attack
levels (benign, intermediate, and severe) over several tasks,
and quantify the impact using the following metrics: (i) the
overall procedure (trial) time, (ii) the subjective assessment
of difficulty, and (iii) the Fitts’ indices of difficulty and of
performance. We further make a distinction between differ-
ent components of telerobotic tasks, such as moving a robot
end effector tool, and grasping or dropping a rubber block.
Extending Fitts’ law, we propose a new metric to quantify
the impact of attacks on these components of telerobotic
tasks.

Defense directions: We consider several well-established
methods to prevent and mitigate DoS attacks, and analyze
their feasibility to teleoperated robotic systems.

Opportunities and challenges specific to teleoper-

ated procedures: During our experimental analysis, we
observe several challenges and opportunities specific to tele-
operated robotics. The most interesting is that many human
operators exhibit a significant learning effect when perform-
ing tasks under DoS attacks. This learning effect is evidence
that human operators are capable of adapting to unfavorable
network conditions.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give an
overview of recent results in robotic surgery and in the se-
curity of relevant cyber-physical systems. In Section 3, we
present the Raven II teleoperated surgical system. In Sec-
tion 4, we give a brief overview of Fitts’ law. In Section 5, we
present an attacker model, and in Section 6, we describe the
conducted experiments. In Section 7, we analyze the exper-
imental results, and in Section 8, we discuss possible steps
to mitigate the attacks. Finally, in Section 9, we discuss
possible next steps.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Robotic Surgery Systems
The use of robots in surgery dates to 1985, when an in-
dustrial robot, Puma 560, was used for needle placement in
brain biopsy [21]. In 1988, the Probot, developed by the Im-
perial College, was used to perform prostate surgery [21].
The first indirectly-controlled surgical system, where the
surgeon controlled a robot using a computer, was developed
in the 1990s by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) [49].
For the next several years, the development of robotic surgery
was enabled by the advent of three commercial systems: the
Aesop and the Zeus (Computer Motion) and the da Vinci
(Intuitive Surgical) [21]. The da Vinci is currently the only
FDA approved system for use on humans. It uses a dedi-
cated (and private) communication network, since a surgeon
and a robot are placed within the same operating room.

In September 2001, the Zeus system was used to perform
the first transatlantic telesurgery, operating from New York
City on a patient in Strasbourg, France [31]. A few years
later, in 2005, the da Vinci system was used to perform
the first transcontinental telesurgery, between a surgeon in
Sunnyvale, CA and patients in Cincinnati and Denver [49].

Next generation teleoperated surgical robots are envisioned
to be used in a variety of scenarios, including battlefields
and natural disasters [41]. In these circumstances, a robot’s
portability becomes important, as well as its ability to oper-
ate with limited power resources and in challenging climates
and environments, often without a basic infrastructure. De-
spite these extreme operating conditions, the robots will
be expected to carry out missions while maintaining spe-
cific performance requirements, in particular guaranteeing
patient safety.

The Raven II, a portable surgical robot, has been eval-
uated in several extreme environments scenarios, includ-
ing the desert HAPs/MRT experiment [27] and underwater
habitation module experiment NEEMO 12 (mission16) [13].
In these experiments, the following network states were rec-
ognized as critical for reliable performance [28]: (i) commu-
nication latency, (ii) jitters, (iii) packet delays and out-of-
order arrivals, (iv) packet losses, and (v) devices failures.



In addition to these stochastic but benign network patterns,
human operator-robot communication over publicly avail-
able networks expose telerobotic procedures to a slew of new
problems that are not present in dedicated and private net-
works. Due to the open and uncontrollable nature of the
communication medium, it becomes easy for malicious en-
tities to jam, disrupt, or take over the communication be-
tween a robot and an operator. Thus, in order to develop
safe and secure telerobotic systems, it is necessary to ensure
that these systems are information secure, in addition to
maintaining all of the systems’ performance, reliability, and
privacy requirements.

2.2 Security of Most Relevant Cyber-Physical
Systems

Security of cyber-physical systems has been a rapidly grow-
ing research area, with researchers focusing on the topics of
monitoring and estimation (e.g., [35, 9]), networked control
systems verification (e.g., [44, 15]), as well as robust commu-
nication, consensus and distributed computation (e.g., [43,
36]). We give a brief overview of recent security results for
the CPS most relevant to teleoperated robotic systems: net-
worked control, automotive, medical systems.

2.2.1 Security of Networked Control Systems
It has been shown that some of the attack classes against
networked control systems, wireless sensor networks, and
multi-agent systems can be mitigated by relying on the sys-
tem’s dynamics (see, e.g., [6, 8, 34]). In [10, 35, 34], the
authors assumed that the system’s dynamics are linear, and
showed that a simple optimal controller and a Kalman fil-
ter can be used to guarantee the desired probability of de-
tecting attacks, such as replay, false data injection and in-
tegrity attacks, given a certain model. In [6], the authors
considered a networked control system with linear dynam-
ics under a denial-of-service (DoS) attack. They proposed
that a semi-definite programming approach can be used to
find a causal feedback controller that ensures that the given
networked system operates properly (i.e., that ensures the
system’s objective function is minimized) while maintaining
the system’s security and power constraints. The approach
proposed in this paper can be applied to telerobotic sys-
tems where the linear system dynamics assumption is not
satisfied.

2.2.2 Security of Automotive Systems
Automobiles are becoming highly computerized and increas-
ingly ‘connected’, as well as semi-autonomous and autonomous.
Recent research has shown that although automotive com-
puter standards indeed describe mechanisms to improve se-
curity, these mechanisms are not universally implemented on
all the computers in modern cars [24, 11]. In [24], through
an analysis of the security properties of all the critical com-
puterized components of a car, the authors found that an at-
tacker connected to the vehicle’s internal computer networks
can affect the state of all the analyzed components. In [11],
the authors provided a experimental study of an external
attack surface on a modern automobile, and they discussed
structural characteristics of the automotive ecosystem that
make addressing the identified vulnerabilities challenging.
Some of the observed challenges can be easily avoided in

Figure 1: The Raven II system consists of two 7-
degrees-of-freedom surgical manipulators. The mo-
tion axes of the robot are: shoulder joint, elbow
joint, tool insertion/retraction, tool roll, tool grasp-
ing, tool wrist 1 actuation and tool 2 wrist actuation.

teleoperated robotic systems, given a relatively early design
phase telerobotics is currently at.

2.2.3 Security of Medical Systems
Security and privacy issues related to tele-medical applica-
tions were first recognized in the mid-1990s [30, 47]. After
the establishment of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPPA) [3], patients privacy became
a primary concern, with researchers focusing on the confi-
dentiality of transmitted and stored patient data. More re-
cently, it has been observed that many modern implantable
medical devices, including pacemakers and implantable cardi-
overter-defibrillators, are vulnerable to a variety of attacks,
which allow attackers to wirelessly obtain private patient
information and change device settings in ways that can di-
rectly impact patient health [17, 18].

2.2.4 Security of Teleoperated Robotic Systems
Very recently, security concerns regarding telerobotic surgery
systems have emerged, with a focus on system verification [12],
communication reliability [45, 46], as well as private and au-
thenticated communication [25]. In our recent work [7], we
identified and experimentally evaluated the scope and im-
pact of several classes of cyber-security attacks against tele-
operated robotic surgery. We further demonstrated exper-
imentally that some of the existing cryptographic methods
may be readily applicable to teleoprated surgery, without
negative impacts on system’s performance and real-time op-
eration requirements.

3. RAVEN IIR© SURGICAL ROBOT
The Raven II, teleoperated surgical robot is shown in Fig-
ure 1. It is a research platform used for investigation of
advanced robotic-assisted surgery techniques [39, 19]. It is
the first experimental system to support both software de-
velopment and experimental testing for surgical robotics. It
was developed at the University of Washington with NSF
support, and is now manufactured and distributed by Ap-
plied Dexterity [1]. It is currently used as a research tool by
15 institution in the U.S., Canada, France, United Kingdom,
Denmark, Israel and South Korea.

The Raven II system consists of two 7-degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) surgical manipulators, divided into three main sub-



systems: the static base that holds all seven actuators, the
spherical mechanism that positions the tool, and the tool in-
terface. The motion axes of the robot are: shoulder joint (ro-
tational), elbow joint (rotational), tool insertion/retraction
(linear), tool roll (rotational), tool grasping (rotational), tool
wrist 1 actuation (rotational), and tool wrist 2 actuation
(rotational). DC motors mounted to the base actuate all
motion axes. The motors of the first three axes have power-
off brakes to prevent tool motion in the event of a power
failure. Each manipulator has a total (moving plus non-
moving) mass of approximately 10 kg, which includes the
motors, gear heads and brakes. A tool interface allows quick
changing of tools, and transmits motion to the tool rotation,
grasp and wrist axes. The links and control system support
a 3-axis wrist.

The Raven II software is based on open standards, includ-
ing Linux and the Robot Operating System (ROS) [38]. The
low-level control system includes real-time Linux processes
(modified by the RT-Prempt Config kernel patch), running
at a deterministic rate of 1000 Hz. Key functions running
inside the 1000 Hz servo-loop are: (i) coordinate transfor-
mations, (ii) forward and inverse kinematics, (iii) gravity
compensation, and (iv) joint-level closed-loop feedback con-
trol. The link between the control software and the motor
controllers is a USB 2.0 interface board, designed with eight
channels of high-resolution 16-bit digital-to-analog conver-
sion for control signal output to each joint controller, and
eight 24-bit quadrature encoder readers. The board can
perform a read/write cycle for all 8 channels in 125 micro-
seconds. The two Raven II arms are controlled by a single
PC with two USB 2.0 boards.

Figure 2: An example surgical control console, used
with the Raven II system. The console consists
of three main parts: surgical GUI, shown on the
laptop screen, surgical video transmission on the
LCD monitor, and two Omni haptic devices [Pic-
ture credit: [40]].

An example of a surgeon control console for the Raven II
is shown in Figure 2. Control inputs and robot feedback,
which includes video and haptic information, are transmit-
ted using a communication standard for surgical teleoper-
ation, the Interoperable Telesurgery Protocol (ITP) [23].
The ITP allows communication between heterogeneous sur-
gical consoles (masters) and manipulators (slaves), regard-
less of their individual hardware and software. In this pro-
tocol, messages between a surgeon and a manipulator are
exchanged using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Pos-

sible negative effects of UDP’s unreliability, which may in-
clude out-of-order arrivals, packet duplications and losses,
are reduced by transmitting surgeon inputs in small incre-
ments, based on the assumption that surgical tool motions
are continuous. Surgical messages consist of the following
information: (i) position and orientation increments, (ii) an
indicator variable “button state”, defining actuation of end
effectors, (iii) a variable “surgeon mode”, used to coordinate
indexing between master and slave robot, (iv) message se-
quence number, and (v) checksum [23].

4. FITTS’ LAW
Fitts’ law is an empirical model, developed in 1954 as a
way to model the performance of human physical pointing
tasks. It is often used in human-computer interaction (HCI)
research to characterize subjects’ performance during simple
movement tasks under different speed-accuracy conditions.

Fitts’ law characterizes subjects performance in terms of the
duration of point-to-point reaching movements, and defines
the movement time, T , as a function of movement distance
to the target, D, and the width of the target, W [22, 32]:

T = a+ b log2

(
D

W

)
= a+ b(ID) (1)

where intercept parameter a represents the non-movement
time needed to start and stop (finish) the trial, and slope
parameter b is taken to represent an inherent inverse of the
device’s speed, i.e.:

b ∝ 1

speed

Parameter ID represents the Fitts’ index of difficulty, de-
fined as a function of target distance, D and target width,
W .

In [29], the original Fitts’ index of difficulty from equation
(1), ID, was redefined as:

IDShannon := log2

(
D +W

W

)
= log2

(
1 +

D

W

)
(2)

Formulation (2) is typically referred to as the Shannon for-
mulation, due to its similarity with the Shannon’s channel
capacity theorem, characterizing the channel capacity as a
function of signal and noise powers [32]. This analogy be-
tween Fitts’ law and the channel capacity theorem is further
extended by typically expressing the Fitts’ index of difficulty
in bits.

For a given experiment, the indices of difficulties, IDs, are
determined in the experiment design phase (computed from
the chosen target distances and widths), and the movement
time is measured for every experimental trial. The metric
of interest is the index of performance, IP , which quanti-
fieshow movement times change with task difficulty. It has
two competing definitions; the direct division component:

IP1 :=
ID

T
(3)

and the version derived from linear regression, using equa-
tion (1):

IP2 :=
1

b
(4)



5. THREAT MODEL
Telerobotic surgery systems are expected to be used in nat-
ural disasters, as well as in man-made catastrophes. In these
extreme situations, robots may have to operate in low-power
and harsh conditions, with some, potentially lossy connec-
tion to the internet. The last communication link will likely
be a wireless link to a drone or a satellite, where a drone
or a satellite will further provide a connection to a trusted
facility, as depicted in Figure 3.

Surgeon’s 
control input

Force and 
video feedback

LEGENDHOSPITAL SURGICAL 
ROBOT

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

Figure 3: Visualization of a typical telerobotic
surgery setup. Dashed lines indicate wireless links,
solid lines pre-established network connections (ei-
ther wired or wireless). Orange color indicates sur-
geon’s control messages, and green color robot’s
feedback messages.

In such operating conditions, two attack vectors may be fea-
sible [7] (1) endpoint compromise, where either a surgeon’s or
the deployment endpoints (robotic system) can be compro-
mised, and (2) network and communication-based attacks,
where an attacker may intercept the existing network traf-
fic, inject new malicious traffic, or both.

Since physical access to a machine would likely be strictly
monitored, endpoint compromises are less likely, and there-
fore less interesting. In this paper, we thus focus on net-
work and communication-based attacks, where we identify
the most likely point of attack to be between the network
uplink and the Raven II.

In [7], based on the impact attacks may have on surgeons,
we classified possible attacks into three categories: (a) in-
tention modification, (b) intention manipulation, and (c) hi-
jacking attacks. Intention modification attacks occur when
an attacker directly impacts a surgeon’s intended actions by
modifying his/her messages while packets are in-flight, and
a surgeon has no control over them. Similarly, intention
manipulation attacks occur when an attacker only modifies
feedback messages (e.g., video feed, haptic feedback), orig-
inating from a robot. In hijacking attacks, a malicious en-
tity causes the robot to completely ignore the intentions of
a surgeon, and to instead perform some other, potentially
harmful actions.

In this paper, we focus only on intent manipulation attacks,
and more specifically only on denial-of-service attacks, where
an attacker renders a robot temporarily or permanently un-
available to a surgeon, since these attacks cannot be pre-
vented using the existing cryptographic methods.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
6.1 System Setup
To experimentally investigate possible impact of DoS attacks
on teleoperated surgical procedures, we establish communi-
cation between the surgical control console and the Raven
II robot through a network hub, as depicted in Figure 4.

Network Hub Raven
Surgical control

console

Attacking 
machine

Figure 4: Experimental setup: the attacking ma-
chine is running Windows 7 SP3, with attack imple-
mentations written in C#.

This allows us to connect an external computer to the same
subnetwork, and use it to attack the communication between
a surgeon and a robot. Our attacking computer is running
Windows 7 SP3, and all of the analyzed attacks are imple-
mented in C#.

6.2 Subjects Demographics
Our analysis is based on the data collected from experiments
involving six human participants. All subjects had the same
preliminary knowledge about the experiment.

This study was approved by the University of Washington
Institutional Review Board approval (#46946 - EB), and
all of our subjects were undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents from the Electrical Engineering and Philosophy de-
partments, ranging in age from 20 to 28 years. We acknowl-
edge that a student’s behavior may differ from a surgeon’s
behavior, but that is acceptable (and an established exper-
imentation method in surgical robotics) since it has been
shown that both surgical and non-surgical subjects, upon
gaining proficiency, achieve similar results in simple surgical
robotic tasks [28].

6.3 Telerobotic Fitts’ Law Task
The telerobotic Fitts’ law task was proposed and developed
in [22] as a way of measuring motor control performance of
human operators using a teleoperated robot. In this task, a
subject uses a robot to move a plastic cylindrical block from
a well on the right hand side of the board to a peg on the
left hand side of the board, as depicted in Figure 5. One
experimental trial consists of moving five blocks.

Figure 5: A board used in telerobotic Fitts’ law
tasks. A subject uses a robot to move the given
cylindrical blocks from wells to the pegs. The de-
picted board represents the “thick” board, “close”
configuration scenario.



In our implementation of the telerobotic Fitts’ task, we con-
sider two types of pegs, “thick” and “thin”, with widths re-
spectively equal to 8.00 and 4.60 millimeters. For both types
of pegs, we consider two board configurations, defined as
functions of the center-to-center distance between a block
pick-up location and a target peg (also referred to as the
movement amplitude): the “close” and the “middle” config-
urations, with center-to-center distances, respectively, equal
to 31.20 and 69.80 millimeters (corresponding to the dis-
tance between the closest row of pegs and the closest row of
wells (31.20mm) and the second closest row of pegs and of
wells (69.80mm)).

For both types of pegs and both board configurations, we
consider three attack scenarios: (i) benign case, when no at-
tack is mounted, (ii) intermediate DoS, and (iii) severe DoS.
In both intermediate and severe DoS cases, the attacking
machine is injecting fake packets, pretending to be either
a surgeon or a robot (IP packets spoofing), in accordance
with transmission of legitimate surgeon and robot messages,
with the goal of creating network layer congestion (network
layer attacks). The DoS severity is controlled by the number
of malicious threads instantiated on the attacking machine.
Each malicious thread generates fake packets of the length
256B with frequency of 1000Hz, and sends them both to the
Raven and to the surgical console.

For the intermediate DoS attack, we instantiate 80 malicious
threads and for the severe DoS attack 150. These numbers of
threads were obtained through an empirical analysis, where
the goal was to find the minimal number of threads such that
the impact of the attack is noticeable (intermediate DoS),
and the maximum number of threads such that the robot
is still usable (i.e., the robot is not E-stopping due to too
many dropped packets, or too high current levels) (severe
DoS).

Combining the considered peg types, board configurations
and DoS attack severities, each subject was asked to execute
12 different trials, and trials were organized in the following
order, where the order was not know to the participants:

1. “thin” board, “close” configuration, no DoS effect,

2. “thin” board, “close” configuration, intermediate DoS,

3. “thin” board, close configuration, severe DoS,

4. “thin”board,“middle”configuration, intermediate DoS,

5. “thin” board, “middle” configuration, severe DoS,

6. “thin” board, “middle” configuration, no DoS,

7. “thick” board, “close” configuration, intermediate DoS,

8. “thick” board, “close” configuration, no DoS,

9. “thick” board, “close” configuration, severe DoS,

10. “thick” board, “middle” configuration, severe DoS,

11. “thick”board,“middle”configuration, intermediate DoS,

12. “thick” board, “middle” configuration, no DoS.

This order of trials was specifically chosen in order to cancel
out any inadvertent learning effect. Moreover, before start-
ing the defined experimental sequence, the subjects were
given ample time to learn how to use the system and to gain
proficiency with it.

7. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

7.1 Fitts’ Law Analysis

7.1.1 Fitts’ Indices of Difficulty
For this analysis, we used experimental results from six sub-
jects The Fitts’ indices of difficulty were computed using
distances D1 and D2 respectively equal to 31.20mm for the
“close” and 69.80mm for the “middle” board configuration.
Widths W1 and W2 were computed as the difference between
the block diameter and the peg diameters. For “thin” and
“thick” pegs, we obtained:

W1 = wr − wp,1 = 12.8− 4.60 = 8.20mm

W2 = wr − wp,2 = 12.8− 8 = 4.8mm

Combining all board configurations and all peg widths, from
equation (2) we obtained four different indices of difficult,
as presented in Table 1.

XXXXXXXXXWidth
Config

“close”, 31.20mm “middle”, 69.80mm

“thin”, 8.20mm 2.2645 3.2498
“thick”, 4.80mm 2.9069 3.9581

Table 1: Fitts’ indices of difficulty, ID, for two differ-
ent pegborad configurations (“close” and “middle”)
and two different peg widths (“thin” and “thick”).

7.1.2 Data Preprocessing
In order to compute indices of performance, IP , for the
12 experimental trials, we combined data collected from six
subjects, and computed the mean, µ and the standard devi-
ation, σ, of the movement times. We then discarded outliers,
defined as those where the movement time is greater than
µ + 0.5σ, or less than µ − σ. Most outliers occurred dur-
ing the first experimental trial, which seem to imply that
subjects were still adjusting to the setup.

7.1.3 Fitts’ Indices of Performance
After discarding the outliers, we combined the trials corre-
sponding to the same attack scenario, and through linear
regression found intercept and slope parameters, a and b
for each of the attack scenarios. The obtained results are
presented in Table 2.

Attack scenarios Slope b Intercept a IP2 [b/s]
No Dos 0.1086 3.7401 9.2116
Intermediate DoS 0.1167 5.56123 8.5692
Severe Dos 1.1054 2.7539 0.9047

Table 2: Parameters of the Fitts’ model, a and b, and
Fitts’ indices of performance, IP , for three consid-
ered DoS scenarios (no attack, intermediate attack,
severe attack).

We observe that the DoS attack has a significant impact on
the overall task, since the index of performance decreases
under both attack scenarios, especially under the severe DoS
case, where it decrease by more than a factor of ten.



Experimental	  trial Subject	  1	  (s) Subject	  2	  (s) Subject	  3	  (s) Subject	  4	  (s) Subject	  5	  (s) Subject	  6	  (s) ID a b IP1 IP2 zeta
Thin,	  Close,	  No	  attack 6.784 3.576 5.054 4.118 8.12 3.964 2.907 3.7401 0.1086 0.569 9.212 0.938
Thin,	  Close,	  Intermediate 8.53 4.542 6.456 4.288 8.426 6.298 2.907 5.5613 0.1167 0.389 8.569 0.955
Thin,	  Close,	  Severe 10.442 4.648 5.524 4.324 9.924 6.746 2.907 2.7539 1.1053 0.431 0.905 0.524
Thin,	  Middle,	  No	  attack 7.582 2.802 4.636 2.998 7.56 4.332 3.958 3.7401 0.1086 0.795 9.212 0.914
Thin,	  Middle,	  Intermediate 11.372 5.712 6.33 4.31 9.438 7.132 3.958 5.5613 0.1167 0.548 8.569 0.936
Thin,	  Middle,	  Severe 13.52 5.898 6.932 4.81 8.938 6.224 3.958 2.7539 1.1053 0.512 0.905 0.434
Thick,	  Close,	  No	  attack 6.9 3.84 3.56 3.654 4.944 4.228 2.265 3.7401 0.1086 0.717 9.212 0.922
Thick,	  Close,	  Intermediate 5.406 5.732 5.83 4.01 7.32 6.962 2.265 5.5613 0.1167 0.493 8.569 0.943
Thick,	  Close,	  Severe 5.82 4.84 6.928 4.37 8.486 6.126 2.265 2.7539 1.1053 0.487 0.905 0.462
Thick,	  Middle,	  No	  attack 4.282 3.932 4.062 3.376 5.776 5.212 3.25 3.7401 0.1086 0.949 9.212 0.897
Thick,	  Middle,	  Intermediate 6.39 4.804 5.638 5.644 7.05 7.344 3.25 5.5613 0.1167 0.657 8.569 0.923
Thick,	  Middle,	  Severe 9.096 4.98 6.166 6.28 8.952 8.596 3.25 2.7539 1.1053 0.555 0.905 0.386

Table 3: Duration of experimental movement times (in seconds), Fitts’ indices of performance IP1 and IP2,
Fitts’ model parameters a and b, and parameter ζ for all subjects over twelve experimental trials. Green
color denotes the case when no DoS attack was mounted, yellow color the ’intermediate’ DoS attack, and

red color the ’severe’ DoS attack. ‘Thin’ and ‘thick’ denote peg types, and ‘close’ and ‘middle’
configurations of the experimental board.

Experimental	  trial Subject	  1 Subject	  2 Subject	  3 Subject	  4 Subject	  5 Subject	  6

Thin,	  Close,	  No	  attack 10 9 4 6 13 0
Thin,	  Close,	  Intermediate 15 12 11 10 16 4
Thin,	  Close,	  Severe 22 16 15 12 20 6
Thin,	  Middle,	  No	  attack 5 4 5 11 11 4
Thin,	  Middle,	  Intermediate 19 19 7 13 17 6
Thin,	  Middle,	  Severe 28 17 10 14 13 5
Thick,	  Close,	  No	  attack 7 21 15 14 9 8
Thick,	  Close,	  Intermediate 9 18 16 13 20 8
Thick,	  Close,	  Severe 7 20 12 14 21 10
Thick,	  Middle,	  No	  attack 12 4 14 11 13 4
Thick,	  Middle,	  Intermediate 18 16 14 11 17 10
Thick,	  Middle,	  Severe 25 19 15 14 17 11

Table 4: Subjective assessments of trial difficulties. Presented is the DoS difficulty score, representing the
aggregated difficulty values for four evaluated questions about task difficulties, where the difficulties ranged
from 0 (easy) to 7 (hard). Green color denotes the case when no DoS attack was mounted, yellow color the

’intermediate’ DoS attack, red color the ’severe’ DoS attack, and blue color the case where an anomaly
occurred. ‘Thin’ and ‘thick’ denote peg types, and ‘close’ and ‘middle’ configurations of the board.

7.1.4 The Telerobotic Fitts’ Law
Fitts’ law was originally developed for simple movement
tasks under different speed-accuracy conditions. This as-
sumption may not be satisfied for telerobotic Fitts’ tasks1,
where in addition to a movement task, a subject needs to
perform additional fine motor tasks, which involve picking
up a cylindrical block or putting that block down on the
appropriate peg.

The impact of these additional fine motor tasks on the over-
all task is represented by the intercept parameter a of the
Fitts’ model (equation (1)). When the Fitts’ index of diffi-
culty, ID, is equal to 0, no movement should be necessary
to execute the tasks, since ID = 0 implies that the distance
to the target is D = 0. Yet, in many such cases, measured
movement time is typically strictly positive, T > 0, and the
model (1) implies that time is governed purely by the inter-
cept parameter.

This observation about pure movement and fine motor parts
of the overall task has an impact on the Fitts’ index of per-

1As well as for many other applications of Fitts’ law.

formance, and index values (3) and (4) may significantly dif-
fer, depending on the task. However, the observation that
the overall task can be divided into different parts implies
that those indices are not competing - they are simply con-
veying different information.

Based on the assumption that telerobotic Fitts’ tasks can be
divided into two parts, pure movement and fine motor tasks,
we therefore propose a new metric, ζ, as a way of quantifying
the overall task division between these two components, and
define it as:

ζ :=
IP2 − IP1

IP2
= 1− IP1

IP2
(5)

where parameters IP1 and IP2 represent indices of perfor-
mance, defined by equations (3) and (4). Parameter ζ takes
on values from the range [0, 1], where value ζ = 0 implies
that the considered task consists of pure movement tasks,
and value ζ = 1 that the considered task consists only of
fine motor tasks, since the index of difficulty, ID = 0.

In many telerobotic Fitts’ tasks, parameter ζ will be close
to 0, implying that the fine motor tasks are only a small



component of the overall task, and the larger the value of ζ
is (for the same overall task setup), the more prominent the
fine motor task is in the overall task.

The defined metric ζ is especially important when evaluating
the impact of cyber-security attacks on telerobotic systems,
where the same attack may not affect each part equally.

In this experiment, we fit the Fitts’ model (equation (1))
for each of the twelve trials. The obtained results are de-
picted in Table 3. We observe that when no DoS attack
is mounted, the major part of the trial corresponds to the
fine motor tasks (picking up the cylindrical block and po-
sitioning it down on the appropriate peg). This observa-
tion is also true for intermediate DoS attacks, where pa-
rameter ζ is larger than 0.9 for all considered cases (ζ =
0.955, 0.936, 0.943, 0.923). However, this observation is not
true for the cases of severe DoS. Under severe DoS attacks,
parameter ζ decreases to the value of 0.5, indicating that,
under attack, the movement task becomes more prominent
than in benign case. This observation intuitively makes
sense, since under attack, overshoot and undershoots are
expected to happen quite often.

7.2 Analysis of Subjective Assessments
For each of the 12 telerobotic Fitts’ tasks, we asked subjects
to evaluate the difficulties of: (i) reaching each of the blocks,
(ii) grabbing the blocks, (iii) moving between the pick-up
and the put-down locations and (iv) performing the task as a
whole, where the allowed difficulties ranged from 0 (easy) to
7 (hard). As before, we analyzed the data from six subjects.

In order to evaluate the collected results, for each DoS attack
scenario and each subject, we summed up the four evaluated
questions about difficulty, thus obtaining a single number as
a representation of the perceived difficulty of an attack. We
refer to this number as the DoS difficulty score [7]. The
obtained results are presented in Table 4.

We observe that subjects always rated the attack scenarios
as being more difficult than no attack scenarios. Moreover,
the subjects almost always rated the “severe” DoS cases as
being more difficult than “no DoS” or “intermediate DoS”
cases. The only exceptions seem to be two cases where we
start with the “intermediate” attack severity. In those two
example, several users both seem to have switched the diffi-
culty of “intermediate” and “severe” DoS case.

An interesting effect can be observed when averaging the
DoS difficulty scores and trial times over all users, and com-
paring them for all twelve trials. The results are summa-
rized in Table 5. For the case where no attack is mounted
against the system, the average trial times for different peg-
board configurations and different peg widths are decreasing
(5.269, 4.985, 4.521, 4.44s), which seems to indicate there is
a learning effect present. However, the averaged DoS dif-
ficulty scores increases with time (7, 6.667, 12.333, 9.667).
This may indicate that the subjects are getting fatigued or
annoyed (even though their performance is improving). A
similar, but a less prominent trend can be observed with the
“intermediate” attack as well, where the average trial times
remain approximately constant, yet the DoS difficulty score
is increasing (11.33, 13.5, 14, 14.33).

8. DISCUSSION
The evaluated denial-of-service attack was successful in dis-
rupting teleoperated procedures because no mitigation mech-
anism against it (or many other cyber-security attacks) is
currently in place. Recently, approaches have been proposed
to ensure private and authenticated communication during
a teleoperated surgical procedure [25]. These approaches,
however, are not sufficient to prevent DoS attacks.

In the security community, prevention and mitigation of DoS
attacks typically relies on a combination of malicious ac-
tivity detection, network traffic monitoring and malicious
traffic blocking [26]. The existing approaches can gener-
ally be divided into preventive and reactive methods [33]
Some of the existing methods against DoS attacks are: (i)
Intrusion Prevention Systems (ISPs) [42], (ii) DoS Defense
System (DDS), (iii) blackholing [37], (iv) pipes cleaning [5],
and channel surfing [48].

Intrusion Prevention Systems (ISPs)-based approaches are
a type of preventive methods. They require a known attack
signature in order to be able to stop the attack. These at-
tack signatures typically use packets’ content and network
behavior as features of interest. However, the problem with
DoS attacks is that it is relatively easy for an attacker to
flood the communication channel with legitimate packets.
For example, an attacker can simply capture one legitimate
message between a robot and an operator, copy it multi-
ple times and overflow the network with it. Similarly, in a
distributed DoS setting, it may be very hard to distinguish
between malicious and legitimate network behavior, since
the attack task is spread over a large number of computers.

Blackholing [37] is a reactive DoS mitigation strategy, where
all the traffic to the attacked network entity is being rerouted
to a non-existent server, typically referred to as the “black
hole”. The problem with this approach, however, is that in
rerouting all the traffic to the attacked network entity, we
may end up rerouting the legitimate traffic as well, thus ef-
fectively completely preventing communication between the
robot and the operator. In order for this approach to be
effective, there would have to exist a way to quickly and
efficiently distinguish between valid and a malicious traffic,
and only reroute the malicious traffic.

Pipe cleaning [5] is another reactive DoS mitigation method.
In it, all traffic is passed through a so-called “scrubbing cen-
ter” where all packets are inspected and only legitimate ones
are forwarded. The problem with this approach is the fact
that many teleoperated robotic systems require (near) real
time operation and communication, and this approach may
negatively impact that requirement.

Analyzing the existing DoS mitigation strategies exposes a
challenge unique to the security of teleoperated systems,
namely a tension between real-time operation and security [7].
It therefore may be hard to find one out-of-the box approach
to preventing DoS attacks against teleoperated robotic sys-
tems, and successfully use it in a variety of telerobotic sce-
narios. A more feasible approach may be to try to combine
some of the existing proactive and reactive approaches. One
such hybrid approach might be a mechanism to monitor link
and network status. Such a mechanism should be able to



Experimental	  trial Subject	  1 Subject	  2 Subject	  3 Subject	  4 Subject	  5 Subject	  6 Average	  time Average	  subjective	  rating
Thin,	  Close,	  No	  attack 6.784 3.576 5.054 4.118 8.12 3.964 5.269 7
Thin,	  Close,	  Intermediate 8.53 4.542 6.456 4.288 8.426 6.298 6.423 11.33
Thin,	  Close,	  Severe 10.442 4.648 5.524 4.324 9.924 6.746 6.934 15.1667
Thin,	  Middle,	  No	  attack 7.582 2.802 4.636 2.998 7.56 4.332 4.985 6.667
Thin,	  Middle,	  Intermediate 11.372 5.712 6.33 4.31 9.438 7.132 7.382 13.5
Thin,	  Middle,	  Severe 13.52 5.898 6.932 4.81 8.938 6.224 7.72 14.5
Thick,	  Close,	  No	  attack 6.9 3.84 3.56 3.654 4.944 4.228 4.521 12.333
Thick,	  Close,	  Intermediate 5.406 5.732 5.83 4.01 7.32 6.962 5.877 14
Thick,	  Close,	  Severe 5.82 4.84 6.928 4.37 8.486 6.126 6.095 14
Thick,	  Middle,	  No	  attack 4.282 3.932 4.062 3.376 5.776 5.212 4.44 9.667
Thick,	  Middle,	  Intermediate 6.39 4.804 5.638 5.644 7.05 7.344 6.145 14.333
Thick,	  Middle,	  Severe 9.096 4.98 6.166 6.28 8.952 8.596 7.345 16.8333

Table 5: Duration of experimental movement times (in seconds), average DoS difficulty levels and trial
times (averaged across subjects). Green color denotes the case when no DoS attack was mounted, yellow
color the ’intermediate’ DoS attack, and red color the ’severe’ DoS attack. ‘Thin’ and ‘thick’ denote peg

types, and ‘close’ and ‘middle’ configurations of the board.

immediately block malicious traffic based on the recognized
attack signatures. In addition, it should be able to reac-
tively monitor all network traffic, as well as detect suspicious
streams of data, and suspicious increases in the number of
out-or-order packet arrivals.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we focused on denial-of-service (DoS) attacks,
based on the observation that these attacks cannot be mit-
igated using available cryptographic solutions. Using the
Raven II, we experimentally investigated the impact of DoS
attacks of varying severity. Our experimental results indi-
cate there exists a learning effect across the given sequence of
experimental trials, implying that human operators are ca-
pable of adapting to unfavorable network conditions. This
observation, while positive for system defenders, does not
imply that DoS attacks are not a problem for teleoperated
robotic systems. On the contrary, it urges us to quickly
develop efficient DoS mitigation methods, while indicating
that in disastrous scenarios, where communication networks
may inadvertently be clogged or even DoS-ed, teleoperated
robotic systems will remain functional and capable of pro-
viding the necessary services.

Next steps in preventing and mitigating DoS attacks on tele-
operated robotic systems include investigating the feasibility
of the established DoS mitigation methods, including black-
holing and sinkholing, as well as pipe cleaning, and assessing
their impact on teleoperated procedures. We caution, how-
ever, that there exist tensions between cyber security, safety
and usability requirements of teleoperated robotic systems
which may render some these solutions infeasible. The fea-
sibility of using a monitoring system to prevent DoS attacks
against teleoperated robotic systems remains an open ques-
tion.
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